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Sophie Evans wants nothing more than to get out of her small
Alabama hometown and pursue her dream of attending design
school in New York. However, until she graduates from high
school, Sophie is stuck in her tiny, drama-filled corner of the
world working for the local florist and party planner. A benefit to
this situation is that her best friend, Micah, works all the events
as a waitress for her father’s catering company. However, when
Micah’s father is selected to be mentored in a small business
program, Sophie finds herself constantly butting heads with the
celebrity chef mentor and his teenage son, Andrew. Over the
course of nine isolated events in a one-year period, Andrew and
Sophie find themselves with several chances to fall in love. Just
as the new year begins, these unanticipated lovers discover that
sometimes love grows in the most unexpected places.
The unique structure of this story required a fast-paced design.
Before each event a flower synopsis page innovatively signals
a shift in time frames and provides a glimpse of life through
Sophie’s eyes. To establish continuity between the wide gaps
of time, Sophie frequently recollects notable experiences that
occurred during skipped stretches. Despite the plot structure’s
originality, the story’s credibility failed due to the conflicting
backdrop. The setting is a small town, making it implausible that
the only times Sophie and Andrew see each other is at these
nine events. The unbelievability of this scenario is furthered since
it seems that Andrew hangs out with Micah all the time. Since
Micah is supposed to be Sophie’s one and only best friend, it
seems illogical they would not encounter each other under those
conditions. While the intent of this book was to focus on holidays
and major life events, too little seemed to happen between each
event in order to make Sophie and Andrew’s change of heart
realistic. Although the story fell short in some aspects, this novel
is sure to find its place among readers searching for an easy,
clean love story to take them away from their own reality.
*Contains moderate sexual content.
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